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Numerical
Model of Thruster-Exhaust Piumes

Ikuya Kameyama; Jeffery hi. Monheiser,+ and Paul J. Wilbu8
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523

A numerical model that can be uad to computethe flux of charge-exchange ions gawated in ion-thruster
exlmust plumes is deacribed. Because the model does not employ 8 paticlc+cell
rlgofithm, the effects of
cb8agesinopefathgaDddesignpiwwers
can be evaluated mpidly using a perso4-cauqWer-b8sed system.
Rquired beam-ion and neutral dauitics are alculated from tbster geometry 8ad opuating c43nditionsrather
tbanbeingassumedastbeyhvebeeninpreviousshAes.
Eventhoughamuecrudeassumptionsand
approximations are used in the model ao that the puticle-incell aIgorithm can be avoided, tbe computed beamplasma potentills appear reasonable and the computed total ion density profile for the UK-10 thruster agrees
with msrsuremeats.
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Ambient pressure
Radial position
Neutral temperature
Electron temperature
Electron temperature inside the beam
Electron temperature outside the beam
Beam-plasma potential
Beam-plasma potential at the electrondensity reference point
Electron-source potential
Radial velocity component
Thermal velocity of neutral atoms
Axial velocity component
Azimuthal velocity component
Distance parallel to the electric-field
direction
Axial position
Propellant utilization efficiency
Angle measured between the outward
normal to an accel-grid apetture and the
line connecting the aperture and a mesh
point

Introaurtion

Ion thrusters are attracting growing interest
among satellite-system designers because of their
low proPellant-mass requirement for long-term
l** In order for these designers to be
ItliSSiOllS.
confident that the ion thrusters will be compatible
with other on-board equipment, it is important to
know the extent to which ions in thruster-exhaust
plumes will interact with various spacecraft
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mufaces
causing
sputtering
damage and/or
CootuGbation. Beam ions exit from a buster at
suchahighq3aedtbattheir&hctionduetothe
relatively lllyll electric iields in the thrwterexhauatplume plasma will gaudy
be negligible
andtbeiranX5tdaUitieaatqacecraftsurfaces~
radily be cwquted.
Howwer, low-energy ions
cre&dfiompropcllrnt~sorsputtefed
matallicatom6iatbeexbaustplumeaabedirected
oeto apacecA au&es along tmjectories that
diverge hmxtically from the direction of the
exhaustbeam.
In previous @dies, puticle-in-all (PIG) codes
have baa wed to compute the current da&ties of
lowions onto spacuzafi surhces.3 These
studies wed ai@ified bermcurrmt and neutraldownaaunofthrustergridsto
d=@lmJfiles
e&mate Production rates of low-energy, chargeexchange (CE) ions. Trajectories of these ions arc
then tmcked in electric fields obtained by solving
the Poisson equation coupled with the Boltxmann
modal of electron density. However, each PIC
calculation, which is representative of a single
thruster oPemting point and satellite configuration,
typically requires 8 long computational time.
This paper describes a simple numeric model
of exhaust-plume/spacecraft interaction phenomena
that can be used on personal-computer-based
systems to conduct parametric studies and to
evaluate design changes rapidly and accurately. As
an example, the codes are applied to compute
beam-ion and neutrol densities, beam-plasma
Potentials, and CE-ion fluxes downstream of the
UK-10 tluUter.4
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carried out sequentially as suggested in Fig. 1 over
a 2-D, axi-symmetric region downstream and along
theaxisoftheawelgzidofthetluwtershownin
Fig. 2. The electron source used in the model is
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assumed to be axi-symmetric, but it can be located
outside of tbe calculation region. The
neutralization plane in this figure is assumed to be
located a few screen-grid aperture diameters
downstream of the thruster grids; its location could
be prescribed more accurately using the Raufman
model.s Beam-current and neutral-atom densities
are computed sepamtely from the geometry and
operating parameters of the thruster chamber, and
the beam-plasma potential is then obtained in the
calculation region. Finally, CE ions produced are
tracked to the calculation-region boundary using
results obtained from all of the other steps. The
coordinates and velocity components at which the
CE-ions exit would have to be used as input to a
program such as the Engineering WorkBench to
determine if and bow they would impinge on a
prescribed spacecraft in a prescribed space-plasma
environment.

overview
Pmputies in the plasma environment
dowz@reun of icm-thr&er grids are calculated
through a four-step process that involves evaluation
of 1) beam current densities, 2) neutral densities,
3) beun+sma
Potentials/densities, and 4) detailed
chaqe+xchange ion trajectories. Each process is

TRAJECTORY

Fig. 1

CALCULATION

Flow Diagmun for Programs

Beam-Current-Density Calculation
Optics calculations are performed to obtain
beat&t-ioncurrentdensity
data for representative
aperturesetsinathnrstergridsetusingthe2-D
ion-optics program written by Arakawa and
1shihara.’ As &own in Fig. 3, the program yields
solutions for the potential field in the vicinity of the
aperture sets along with trajectories of ions
extracted from the thruster discharge chamber
through a sheath located near tbe screea aperture.
The radial profile of the beamlet current density at
the downstream boundary of the region is shown on
the right of the figure.
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43 V and 3.0 eV, respectively. The resultant
kern-ion density is shown in Fig. 4b. Note that
the center of accel grid is located at tire origin,
which is just outside of the calculation region at the
left boundary of the figure.
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Beamlet orieatationswith
respect to the
thmster centerline are determined by considering

the effects of both grid dishing and compensation
strain. Beamlet deflections due to compemMion
strain in the accel grid are incorporated using a
simple beamlet steering model.* The beam current
density at any location downstream of the
neutralization plane is computed next using data
like those in Fig. 3 by summing beamlet
contributions from all aperture sets in the grids.
Each beamtet-cunentdensity profile is projected
downstream using divergence angles obtained from
trajectory-angle and current-density &ta at the
neutralization plane. The calculations were
repeated twelve times with slightly altered aperture
coordinates obtained by rotating and shifting the
grids by small amounts and the results were
averaged in order to generate a smooth beam-iondensity map.
A beam-ion-density map was computed using
this code for the UK-IO thruster with the original
T5 grid set (screen-, accel-, and decet-grid aperture
diameters of 2.15 mm, 1.75 mm, and 2.15 mm,
respectively; screen-, accel-, and decel-grid
thicknesses of 0.25 mm, 0.75 mm, and 0.15 mm,
respectively; screen-accel and acceldecel grid gaps
of 0.75 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively; a screengrid-aperture center-to+enter distance of 2.46 mm;
a grid dish depth of 6 mm inward; an accel-grid
compensation strain of 0.5%; and an active beam
diameter of 10 cm)9 oPamting at the condition
reported in Ref. 10. Typically, the plasma density
inside the thruster chamber is not uniform. For
this specific example, perveance across the thrustergridradiuswasassumedtoberepresentedbea
cosine shape with a beam flatness parameter of
0.73 as shown in Fig. 40. Then, in the calculation,
five different beamlet~urrmtdensity
profiles,
corresponding to different radial locations on the
grids, were ussd to approximate this continuous
perveance variation. Plasma potential and electron
temperature inside the thruster chamber were not
reported in Ref. IO so they were assumed to be

a. Perveance Variation across a Radius
P

z.

f

F:

c

b. Beam-Ion-Density Map
Fig. 4

Typical Input and Results of the BeamCurrent-Density Calculation

Neutral-Density Calculation
In these calculations only the density of
propellant atoms is considered because the densities
and CE cross-sections of non-propellant atoms are
small by comparison. It is then assumed that the
density at any point can be de&-mined as a sum of
a uniform, ambient component, which would be
significant only in a ground-test environment, and a
grid-system-source component, which results from
the flow of unionized propellant. The second
component is approximated by superposing the
effects of point sources loceted at the centers of all
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Geometry of Source Component
Calculation for Neutral Density

accel-grid apettures. A convex accel grid and one
of its apertures are shown in Fig. 5 to illustrate the
geometry and to define the symbols used to
de&mine the contribution from the aperture to the
neutral density at a downstree m mesh point.
Neutral atoms are assumed to be emitted through
the qerture with a squared-cosine distribution.
This distribution was chosen to reflect the
assumption of collisionkss downstream transport
and the neutral density measu rements of Crofton.”
Representing the neutral flux through the aperture
as & the distance between an aperture and the
mesh point as I, the -angle bchveen the outward
normal to the aperture and the line connecting the
aperture and the mesh point as 8, and the thermal
velocity of neutral atoms as v,, the density
contribution due to this flux at the mesh point is
3?$~0?%/(2r1~v,). Assuming the neutral flux is
uniform over the entire grid, the total neutral
density at the mesh point is then determined by
summing terms given by this expression for all of
the grid apertures and the term for the uniform
neutral-atom density due to the ambient pressure:
_A+
no - ST,
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Fig. 6

Map

density, nrr, and electron density, nr, in the
following form of Poisson’s equation:

(2)
The boundary conditions used in the calculations
are indicated in Fig. 7. On the upstream and
downstream boundaries and along the centerline,
zero electric field components normal to the
boundaries are imposed (i.e. awaz = 0 on the
upstream and downstream boundaries and W/h
= 0 on the centerline); the potential on outer
peripheral boundaries is set to zero and electronsource Potential is set at V,. The determination of
each of the three densities that appear on the farright-hand side of Eq. (2) will be addressed next.

’
(g

_ (q

(1)

Beam-plasma potentials, V, are computed using
the beam ion density, ng, charge-exchange ion
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Figure 6 shows a map of neutral density
downstream of the UK-IO thruster computed for the
operating condition that yielded the beam-iondensity data of Fig. 4.

Beam-Plasna-Potential

Typical Neutral-De&y

Boundary Conditions for Beam-PlasmaPotential Calculations

Electron Density (n,)
Numerical models used to find potentials
downstream of thruster grids require an estimate of
the electron density distribution. The Bohrmann
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8qu8tiou,
which is writteD in the
following form, is widely used for this purpose:

(baroxwtric)

R,

= n&xp

I 1
zg!l

.

(3)

B*

ln this upr8ssion,
nd is electma hsity
at a
r8fhac810ationw%erethepotWi81isV0and?”
istbeaectrooWDp8mWe.
The Bolkmaml
squrtioa aa be dehd
by imposing a stady-shte
momsatum b8hce b8hv8a1 dectric field md
prsonvcforcc~withdectronsdsEcribed
by 8 Muwell-Bohr1888
dhibutioa~ 8t any
location with unifolm electron tempamture.
In 8 typical be8m phsma, however, electron
-ties
8re SufficisDtly low (- loS‘t” cmW3) that
dcctfon mema-tiw
for molaartum tmnsfer
through coulomb collisions with each other (the
abort& me8n-free-p8ths) 8re of the order of
Id-scm,andthisisgr88tcrthaaatypicalbe8m
diameter. Under such conditions, electrons would
not be expected to form a Maxwell-Boltxmann
distribution 8s confihned for the UK-10 thruster by
de Boer. to Some exptriments were cooducted
using a SERT-II tbrustert* modified so that it
apentes with xamn propellant in order to address
the validity of the Boltxmann equation. Details of
these experimeats 8nd their results 8re described in
the 8ppendix 8nd 8 modification of the equation is
suggc8ted. In 8 sample calculation for the UK-10
thruster, bowever, Eq. (3) was used witbout
changes for simplicity evm though tbe electron
man-free-prth is much gre8ter th80 the size of a
typial calculatioo ngion (- 30 cm) or the mesh
sixe(Clcm)fortbec8se.
In previous studies a non-uniform electron
tempemhre w8s incorpor8ted as 8 variotioo of the
Boltmunn mod8l and mergyD8tion
8qu8tioas w8re 8ppliecL3 Additional experimental
ma&s dsacribeul in tbe 8ppeadix suggest one
electron tsrapcrrturt prevails in the be8111plasma
where el8ctrcm dea&ics 8re gra@r and another
outsideofthebeamwberetbey8relower.
Invoking the 8saumphon of equal electron 8ud ion
de&ties a&led use of the following description of
cloctroa~
v8lhtion witb density md the
more complex aud time-WWming, alergyconsen&on 8pproach w8s avoided:

(4)
In this expression, r+ is the total ion deasity (i.e.
the sum of the barn and chrg~xcb8age
ion
de&tics) and. T, k and 7” _, am el8ctron
zes
xnaide 8ad outside the ion be8m,
.

Bec8use potmthls ob&SfvuI experimedlt8lly in
ion beams on rehtively uniform 8od quite low
compared with I@ 8ccelemting voltages, it is
assumed that the effects of these wtials
on
beam-ion motion ue negligible. Also, it is
assumedthatCEionscre&dinthebePmdonot
reduce the be8m-ion cumt dahtie8 significantly
bec8use the chargecxchaage-collision
r8te is
typically small compared to the beam current.
Hence, boom-ion densities cahhted
for a sum of
beamlet currmt densities ut used directly for n,,.
ChargeExchpnge-Ion Density (n&
The CE-ion production rate in the beam is
de&m&d using a computed neutral density along
with tbe beam-ion density 8nd velocity. In this
model, bulk motion of the CE ions created at a
point in the beam is 8ssumed to be in a direction
par8llel to the 1-l electric field 8t that point.
These ions are 8ssumed to have a0 isotropic
velocity distribution with a magnitude of
(3S7”mS)”
at their point of creation. Assuming
the electric fields were uniform from this point,
tbey would spread within PD envelope like that
shown in Fig. 8 until they re8cb a &culationregion boundary. The full width of tbe envelope. at
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Fig. 8 Geometry of CE-Ion Flux used in BeamPlasrnm-Potenti8l CIlculations
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any dowdmam
location is the msximum normal
distance between the extension of the electric field
vector and the trajectory of the outermost ion. For
a constant electric field, E, a simple 2-D analysis
of ion motion yields an envelope full-width given
by the expression

where x is the distance parallel to the electric-field
direction. The contributions of the CE ions created
inside the ion beam to the densities at alI mesh
points within the envelopes except the origin point
are computed. It is assumed that the flux density is
uniform across the width of each envelope at each
downstream location and that the ion speeds are
determined by the potential differences from their
origins. By using this approximation, timeconsuming iterations between bram-plasmapotential and CE-ion-trajectory calculations can be
avoided.
The flux of CE ions that are about to stall due
to adverse potential gradients is redti
by the
factor exp[eAVl(kBTa)]. Also, CE-ion densities and
local electric fields are averaged with values from
eight adjacent mesh points to improve
computational stability.
Beam-Plasma-Pokntial Solution for UK-10
ThlUSter
Figure 9 shows maps of beam-plasma potential
computed for the UK-10 thruster operated at the
condition of Figs. 4 and 6. The plasma potential
shows a sudden drop corresponding to the edge of
ioo beam and decreases slightly with downstream
position. The neutralizer was placed outside of the
region and is not shown in the figure. The total
ion density profile computed 7.5 cm downstream of
the accel grid is compared with the exp&nental
results of de Boer” in Fig. 10.

CbtpExchange-Ion-T@dory

Calculation

Using the results of preceding calculations, the
motions of CE ions produced at various locations
downstream of an ion thruskr can be computed. It
is assumed that CE ions move in the computed axisymmetric, beam-plasma potential field, which
reflects the space-charge effects of beam and
chargecxchange ions and of electrons, without

a. 3-D Map

Fig. 9

Typical Computed Beam-PlasmaPotential Maps
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Fig. 10

Comparisoo of Total loo Densities at
z = 7.5 cm

collisions. A code tracks the CE ions and their
velocity compooents until they reach a boundary or
hit the electron source.
The initial position of a CE ion (r and z
coordinates) is selected to match the probability of
CE-ion production, which is proportional to the
product of the neutral-atom and beam-ion densities.
The magnitudes and directions of the initial
velocities of the CE ions are selected randomly
assuming that they have a Maxwell-Boltxmann
distribution characterized by the oeutral
temperature, T,. Theo, the equation of motion for
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CE ion in &e potential field is
computed usingnumuical integration.
Tbeactu8ltfajectofyc&ulationismadein
eachmerhceu.
Inachmesbcell,thebeam-

and the computed total ion density profile for the

plasam pot&d
V is intapolated using a bi-hear
f&n&o (i.e. a pmcluct of hm linear hnctions,
emchofwhicbdqmdsoniyonrorz),
V, fromthe
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UK-10 thustcr agrees with masurements.
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(6)

d”r t-m-*t? aP
wln,&?2

d dz
dtdr=dt

Ref1.

Here, vr and vz are the velocity compontats in the T
and z directions, reqctively,
and h is the angular

2.

momahtum of the CE ioo (i.e. t X vb),which is

~edsincctheCEionsareassuxnedtomove
in an axi-symmetic potential field. This constant
angular mom&urn is usul to compute ve 8t the
final point. The time step used in the calculations
is chosen ao that 100 steps would tmnsport the ion
across the cell if the elect& field in the cell were
fcro. Figure 11 shows CE-ion current densities in
the calculation region for the condition
comsponding to the data of Figs. 4, 6, and 9.
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6.

COltClUSiOnS
A simple model has been developed to compute
pimma pmputies and trajectories of chargeexchange ions in the exbmst plume of an ion

tbmster using tbe computational Power of
convalticmal w
annputers without 8 PIG
algorithm. Evea though some crude assumPtions
and approxim8tions8redinthepro~,the
computed beam-plasma potentials appear mnable
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In order to address the question
of Rohzmannequation validity, experiments were conducted in
which plasma pota~tial, electron temperature and
electron density distributioris were m
across
diametersofanionbeemproducedbythemodified
SERT II thruster equipped with a lJcmdiameter,
small-bole accelerator-grid set. Tbe nominal
thn&er opemting conditions were: thruster-cathode
and neutralixer flow rates of 46 mA eq. Xe, mainchamber flow rate of 458 mA eq. Xe, screen and
accel grid voltages of 800 V and -500 V,
respectively, and a neutralizer keeper potential near
vacuumtankgrwnd(-2-OV).
Atthese
conditions, the nominal bum current was 430 mA
and the ambient pressure was 1.8 X 10D5 Torr
(2.4 X 10D3 Pa). A spherical Lengmuir probe
was used to measure electron energy distributions
on several axiai planes at three radial positions (one
inthebeamandhvobeyondtheedgeoftbebeam,
near and fu from the neutraiiter). The probevoltage-t
treca wae analyzed using
numuicel diffkaltiationtoobtJIin energy
distributions. Electron densities, nc, were then
e&natedfiomtboseplotsastheareaunderthe
curves while ekctron tempenttures were computed
on the besis of corrssposdiag man awrgics
dewmhedfromtbe&ta.
Thcsensultssuggtsted
electron hqemtwa
fell into two groups with
values -ding
to positions inside and outside
of the beam. Tbe experiments we= conducted with
the neutral&r grounded at a standard bum current
(nominal case), with it biased sufficiently negative
of ground so its kaper potential was around -8 V
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at the sta&rd beam currat (neutmlizw negative
case), a& with the neutrali= grou&d at lower
beam almts
(reduoed beam curnat uses).
The validity of the Boltzmum squation
(Eq. (3)), in which elactron dsarity is only a
functiar of the term c<v-v@Y(&~T,), was then
evaluated. In the experimenta, the most positive
swfaceiacontactwiththeplesmawasthe
gKnmdedvecuumtMkrrd,theref~,v~wastakeil
tobettlo8Ddehtrondeilsitiee~plotted
egeinst the rsrrultillgperunew, cV/(k*T,).
FigureAl giveethedatacoIlectedforalIofthe
cases consider&. This figure shows the expected
0 - NOMINAL
0. NEUTRALIZER
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a. JI REDUCED TO 77%
0. JII REDUCED TO 46%
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Correlation between Electron Density
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correlation on a semi-log plot, but the slope of the
line through the data was found to be 0.57, which
is significantly less than unity (the value associated
with the Roltxmann equation).
Additional results obtained from the
experimaa and shown in Fig. A2 are used in the
calculations to ret&t changes in electron
temperature within the beam where the electron
densities were greater and outside of the beam
where they were lower (Eq. (4)).
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